SAFETY ALERT
DATE: JUNE 2021

Potential crush point on personnel transport
vehicle
This safety alert provides safety advice for the NSW mining industry.

Issue
A mine worker, sitting in the front passenger’s seat of an underground personnel transport vehicle,
sustained a serious crush injury to his upper left arm. The incident occurred when the vehicle collided
with a piece of stowed equipment sitting in the cut-through.

Circumstances
The incident occurred on 20 May 2021.
At the time of the incident, a worker was travelling as a passenger in a personnel transport vehicle to
complete a daily inspection of a water pump. The pump site was in an adjacent heading, which required
the vehicle to traverse a cut-through, a commonly used roadway. The driver of the vehicle turned left
into the cut-through and noticed three orange markers (pogo sticks) demarcating a piece of stowed
equipment on the left side of the cut-through.
As the vehicle turned into the cut-through, the passenger was adjusting his position in his seat. The
worker leant his forearm on the door sill to lift himself vertically. The passenger did not see the stowed
equipment.
The driver noticed there was limited clearance and coasted past the piece of equipment. As the vehicle
passed the stowed equipment, the driver reported hearing the passenger scream. The driver stopped
the vehicle and ran around to the passenger’s side to determine what had happened and observed the
passenger had suffered serious injuries.
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Figure 1: A re-enactment involving a personnel transport vehicle

Investigation
The contributing factors involved with this incident are still under investigation. Refer to IIR32-08
Worker seriously injured during transit in underground roadway .

Recommendations
Original equipment designers:
◼

Review the design of passenger compartments to ensure the design does not facilitate or
promote workers from resting their limbs in potential crush points. Communicate any
necessary changes with equipment owners.

Equipment owners:
◼

Review passenger compartments to identify any potential crush points and put controls in
place to protect workers.

Mine operators:
◼

Review passenger compartments to identify any potential crush points and put controls in
place to protect workers.

◼

Communicate this incident with mine workers.
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◼

Ensure effective training and supervision is in place to prevent workers resting their arms on
the door frame of underground transports.

Mine workers:
◼

Do not place limbs outside of the vehicle or rest your arms on the door sill of mobile plant,
even if it is only momentarily.

Note: Please ensure all relevant people in your organisation receive a copy of this safety alert and are
informed of its content and recommendations. This safety alert should be processed in a systematic
manner through the mine’s information and communication process. It should also be placed on the
mine’s common area, such as your notice board where appropriate.
Visit our website to:
◼

find more safety alerts and bulletins

◼

use our searchable safety database
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